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Abstract

Why do judges make biased decisions in favor of certain groups? In this article, we

examine the role of prejudiced attitudes in driving judicial bias. To do so, we construct

a novel dataset of over 150,000 cases from the Kenyan judiciary, use machine learn-

ing techniques to analyze written judgements and measure judges’ prejudice against

women, and leverage the quasi-random assignment of judges to cases to estimate a

causal effect of being assigned a prejudiced judge on outcomes for female litigants. We

estimate that for every one-standard-deviation increase in a judge’s prejudice score, fe-

male defendants’ probability of winning decreases by approximately 2 percentage points.

However, there is no effect for female plaintiffs. This research underscores the influence

of prejudice in the public sector and the potenital for machine-learning methods to

uncover bias.
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A large literature has documented that judges often exhibit bias toward specific groups

in their decision-making (Shayo and Zussman 2011; Gazal-Ayal and Sulitzeanu-Kenan 2010;

Kastellec 2013; Glynn and Sen 2015; Grossman et al. 2016; Yang 2015; Depew, Eren, and

Mocan 2017; Arnold, Dobbie, and Yang 2018; Knepper 2018; Sloan 2020; Choi, Harris, and

Shen-Bayh 2021). What motivates these biased actions? Scholars have provided various

explanations, including a drive to increase the relative standing of one’s group (Shayo and

Zussman 2011; Chen et al. 2023), empathy for certain groups (Glynn and Sen 2015), and

trust in one’s group (Choi, Harris, and Shen-Bayh 2021). In this paper, we investigate the

role of an under-explored mechanism: prejudiced attitudes. To do so, we construct a text-

based measure of prejudice toward women (which we call gender slant) among judges in the

Kenyan judiciary and estimate the causal effect of assigning prejudiced judges to cases on

outcomes for female litigants.

We build our main dataset by scraping the Kenyan Judiciary’s publicly available database

for Superior Courts cases over the period 1976-2020 and using machine learning techniques

to extract other key variables from the website text.1 To construct our measure of prejudice

toward women for each judge in the dataset, we use word embeddings to estimate the strength

of the association between gendered and negative language.

To examine the effect of gender slant of judges on sentencing outcome for litigants, we

rely on the quasi-random assignment of cases to Kenyan judges. In Kenya, cases filed to a

court are assigned to individual judges based on their existing caseload and the date of filing,

which is orthogonal to any other characteristics of the case. Random assignment assures us

that any relationship between judges’ prejudice and case outcomes is driven by bias rather

than other factors, such as self-selection of judges to certain cases. To confirm this, we test

for random assignment across gender and we show that male and female defendants and

plaintiffs are equally likely to be assigned to a judge regardless of their lexical slant.

We find that slant against women in written judgments is associated with lower win rates
1See http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/.
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for female defendants. We estimate that a one-standard-deviation change in the measure of

gender slant is associated with about a 2 percentage point decrease in win probability for

female defendants. This finding provides evidence that bias in judicial decision-making is

driven in part by prejudiced attitudes.

This paper makes several contributions. First, to our knowledge, our paper is the first

to evaluate how attitudes toward gender in judicial writings are associated with the corre-

sponding gender bias against female litigants in judicial decisions. By demonstrating that

judges with more negative attitudes towards women are more likely to rule against female

litigants, we show that judges’ attitudes are likely a driving force behind judicial bias. This

finding suggests that interventions designed to reduce prejudice (for examples see Paluck et

al. (2021)) are a potential means to address bias in judiciaries. It also builds on previous re-

search that has shown that attitudes toward social groups are highly predictive of judgments

and choices (Bertrand, Chugh, and Mullainathan 2005), that ideological and biographical

characteristics of judges affect their rulings (Boyd and Spriggs. 2009; Glynn and Sen 2015;

Kastellec 2013; Sunstein et al. 2007), and that judges displaying gender bias in their writings

vote more conservatively in gender-related cases (Ash et al. 2021). We also contribute to the

broader literature on the drivers of bias among civil servants (Miller, Kerr, and Reid 1999;

Knowles, Persico, and Todd 2001; Plant, Goplen, and Kunstman 2011; Rehavi and Starr

2014; Knox, Lowe, and Mummolo 2020).

Second, our study also demonstrates how machine learning techniques can be leveraged

to identify determinants of biased behavior in the judicial context. We show that the use

of machine learning in analyzing large-scale legal text allows one to uncover subtle, yet

consequential, biases that would be challenging to detect through conventional methods.

This quantifiable evidence of prejudice in judicial decisions could inform the targeting of

interventions aimed at reducing bias. There is therefore potential for machine learning tools

to be integrated into judicial systems to assist in monitoring and mitigating bias in real time,

ultimately contributing to more equitable legal processes.
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Third, we show where prejudice is activated, specifically, that prejudice is activated

against defendants. Defendants in court are frequently associated with wrongdoing, a percep-

tion that can trigger deep-seated stereotypes or biases. These biases are often unconsciously

linked with ideas of guilt or criminal involvement (Moran and Cutler 1991; Bodenhausen

1990; Philippe and Ouss 2018). The media portrayal of defendants, particularly in crime

reporting, tends to emphasize negative stereotypes, influencing public opinion and predis-

posing people to associate defendants with these negative stereotypes (Dixon 2006). In the

courtroom, plaintiffs are generally viewed in a positive light, perceived as seeking justice or

redress, while defendants are seen as opposing this pursuit, potentially inviting negative per-

ceptions and the activation of stereotypes. Defendants are often the focal point of negative

emotions related to a crime or dispute, such as fear, anger, or loss, which can amplify the

activation of stereotypes. Historically, the legal system has exhibited biases, with certain

groups more frequently positioned as defendants, resulting in their disproportionate repre-

sentation and impact within the justice system. This history has the potential to perpetuate

specific stereotypes towards defendants (O’Flaherty and Sethi 2022).

1 The Kenyan Context

Kenya provides an ideal setting for studying gender-based judicial bias. There is a high

degree of gender inequality across a number of dimensions, including representation in the

judiciary and a variety of socioeconomic outcomes (IDLO 2020; UNDP 2020).2 There is also

a rich body of written statements from judges that can be used to measure textual slant

against women.

The Kenyan judiciary is divided into two main court types: Superior and Subordinate

Courts. The vast majority of our data covers the Superior Courts, which include High Courts,

which hear both criminal and civil cases and appeals from Subordinate Courts; Environment
2According to our data, over the past few decades, female judges have been in the majority for only about

37 percent of cases.
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and Land Courts; Employment and Labour Relations Courts; the Court of Appeal, which

hears appeals from the High Courts, Environment and Land Courts, and Employment and

Labour Relations Courts; and the Supreme Court, which hears appeals from the Court of

Appeal and other high-level cases (Kenyan Judiciary 2021).3

The Kenyan judiciary does not employ a jury system. This means that judges alone

are able to decide the outcomes of cases, which implies that bias among judges can have

especially serious consequences. For most cases in most courts, there is only one judge. An

exception is in Courts of Appeal, where the majority of cases are composed of multi-judge

panels.

2 Data

The main data source used in our analysis is the Kenyan Judiciary’s publicly available

database for court cases.4 The database includes 159,645 cases over the period of 1976 to

2020. The cases come almost exclusively from the Superior Courts, which comprise the

highest level of the court system in Kenya. Kenya Law, an organization within the Kenya

Judiciary, began uploading case information in 2006. They upload all cases that are sent to

them from the individual courts, and judicial officers in Superior Courts have a mandate to

send cases to Kenya Law. For cases prior to 2006, Kenya Law has made (and continues to

make) efforts to gather and upload case information.

In order to build our dataset for analysis from this database, we scraped the metadata

and full text decision associated with each case. In doing so, we were able to directly extract

the following for most cases: the names of plaintiffs, defendants, and judges; the type of case;
3According to our data, the Court of Appeals almost exclusively hears civil cases; the Environment

and Land Courts are largely split between civil cases and environment and land cases; the Employment and
Labour Relations Courts are largely split between labor cases and civil cases; and the High Courts frequently
hear a wide range of cases, including civil cases, land and environment cases, labor cases, criminal cases, and
others. We have little data on Supreme Court cases, but it appears to hear mostly civil cases. Despite these
general trends, the data appears to show that the courts are generally not restricted in the cases they hear,
as they all tend to hear a wide range of case types.

4See http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/.
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the court in which the case was heard; and the year the judgment was delivered. Our analysis

focuses on cases in which there is both a human defendant and human litigant (i.e., cases

for which neither litigant is an organization or representative of the state). This approach

allows us to study bias toward both defendants and plaintiffs. Since the state is always the

prosecutor in criminal cases, criminal cases are not included in our dataset.

To determine gender and ethnicity and remove non-human cases (i.e., cases with com-

panies, organizations, or the state as litigants), we used the name information scraped from

the database. Cases without gender or ethnicity information for judges and either plaintiffs

or defendants were dropped. Once gender and ethnicity was assigned to each individual, we

could determine the majority genders for the judges, defendants, and plaintiffs for each case.

To measure the gender bias in judges’ writing, we follow Elliott Ash, Chen, and Ornaghi

(2021) in using a word embedding approach that captures the textual relationship between

gendered language and either positive/negative language. This approach allowed us to mea-

sure the extent to which judges disproportionately associate women with either negative or

stereotypical qualities (e.g.., frivolous, unreasonable, incompetent etc.). The variable result-

ing from this process is Median slant. Positive values indicate greater slant against women.

This process is described in greater detail in Appendix A.

We make available the metadata of all 159,645 cases, but focus the analysis on 29,363

cases with litigants who are individuals and have gender or ethnicity data.5 The data covers

95 courts and 392 judges over the years 1976 to 2020, with an increase in cases over time, as

figure 1 shows. Summary statistics of variables in the dataset are presented in Appendix B.
5Of the initial 159,645 cases, 33,876 had exclusively human litigants for civil cases. An additional 4,513

cases were dropped because we were unable to determine majority gender or ethnicity for the litigants in
the case.
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Figure 1: Frequency of cases in the dataset over time

3 Empirical strategy

Random assignment is key to our empirical strategy because it assuages the concern that

judge slant is correlated with case characteristics that affect outcomes. For example, if judges

exhibiting greater gender slant preferred to rule on cases where the male defendants were

less likely to be guilty, then we would expect to see indications of gender bias, but the effect

would in fact be driven by selection bias. In addition, judges of a certain gender slant may be

coincidentally more likely to rule on cases in areas of the country where crime is more or less

severe. If these distributions of crime severity are correlated with the gender distributions

of defendants and plaintiffs, then we may again falsely perceive gender bias.

3.1 Random assignment of cases to judges

To evaluate the existence of gender bias, we exploit the quasi-random assignment of cases

to judges. In Kenyan High Courts, cases filed in a court are categorized by court type

and sent to the deputy registrar of the relevant court division (family, commercial and
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admiralty, labour and employment, constitutional, land and environment, or criminal). The

deputy registrar then assigns the case to a judge based on the judge’s caseload and calendar,

without considering case characteristics. This exogenous assignment is orthogonal to case

characteristics such as the gender or ethnicity of the parties. Thus, this system produces

as-good-as-random assignment of plaintiffs and defendants to judges, conditional on court

division. Our research design therefore allows us to estimate the causal effect of having a

more prejudiced judge on litigant outscomes.

To confirm that judge assignment to cases is random in terms of gender majority, we use

the following balance test for the analysis sample, for case i filed in court c at time t as:

judge_slanti,c,t = �1def_maj_femalei,c,t+

�2pla_maj_femalei,c,t + �c,t +Xi,c,t, + ✏i,c,t
(1)

where �c,t is a court-year fixed effect and Xi,c,t is a vector of additional control variables,

which may include: binary variables for judge, defendant, and plaintiff plurality ethnicity;

judge gender; judge gender interacted with plaintiff and defendant gender, respectively;

variables for the numbers of judges, plaintiffs, and defendants; a binary variable indicating

whether the case is an appeal; and binary variables indicating the case type. Court-year

fixed effects are used to ensure that we are comparing defendants and plaintiffs that are in

the same court at the same time. Court-year periods with insufficient variation for regression

analysis are dropped from the regressions. For this and all other models, we cluster standard

errors at the judge level.

The results of the balance test are shown in Table C1 in the appendix. Column (1) does

not include any additional controls. Column (2) includes controls for interactions with judge

gender, and Column (3) adds ethnicity and other additional controls (as listed in the table

notes). The results indicate that the gender of defendants and plaintiffs is not associated

with judge slant. These findings are consistent with the World Bank Doing Business’ Index,

which asserts that cases are in fact randomly assigned to judges in Kenya (World Bank
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2021).

3.2 Main specification

To investigate the conditions under which gender bias can be expected, we examine whether

judges’ slant against women in opinions predicts bias against female defendants and plaintiffs.

We model outcome Yi,c,t (where Y=1 corresponds to the defendant winning the case) for

case i filed in court c at time t as:

Yi,c,t = ↵ + �1judge_slanti,c,t + �2def_maj_femalei,c,t+

�3judge_slanti,c,t ⇤ def_maj_femalei,c,t + �c,t +Xi,c,t, + ✏i,c,t
(2)

where judge_slant refers to the mean of the measured lexical slant of the judge group

and def_maj_female is a binary variable indicating whether defendant group is majority

female. The specification used to test the effect of slant towards plaintiffs is identical to

(2), except a binary variable for plaintiff majority gender, pla_maj_female substitutes

def_maj_female. An alternate specification includes both variables. The main outcomes

of interest are the interactions with slant, which indicate whether female defendants and

plaintiffs are less likely to win the case if the judge exhibits slant in her/his writing.

4 Results

The results of the slant analysis are presented in Table 1. The table provides evidence of a

correlation between biased writing and negative outcomes for women. It suggests that, for a

0.05 increase in the judges’ slant against women (equivalent to about one standard deviation

of the slant measure), female defendants are about 1.6 to 1.8 percentage points less likely to

win. The results hold across various specifications.6

One potential alternative explanation for our results is that male judges are more preju-
6Coefficients for all variables (except fixed effects) are displayed in Appendix D.
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diced against women and also rule against women more often than female judges—for reasons

unrelated to prejudice against women. However, the fact that the results are robust to the

inclusion of judge gender controls (see the final column) undermines this explanation.

Figure 2 presents the predicted win proportions for male and female defendants and

various levels of judge slant. These predictions are based on Table 1 column (3). In this

case, the figure shows that male defendants are essentially unaffected by a judge’s slant.

However, female defendants are still less likely to win if judges are more slanted against

women in their writing.

Interestingly, this bias seems to be present for female defendants but not female plaintiffs.

One possible explanation for this trend is that prejudices toward a particular group may

be activated or reinforced when a member of that group is put on trial and accused of

wrongdoing. Such an explanation would be consistent with research that shows that certain

contextual cues can activate prejudiced attitudes (Lepore and Brown 1997). Defendants

are typically in court because they are accused of wrongdoing, which may activate existing

stereotypes or biases. People may unconsciously associate certain stereotypes with the idea

of being guilty or involved in criminal activity (Moran and Cutler 1991; Bodenhausen 1990;

Philippe and Ouss 2018). The portrayal of defendants in media often leans towards negative

stereotypes, especially in crime reporting (Dixon 2006). This can influence public perception,

making it more likely for stereotypes to be activated when people think of defendants. In

the judicial context, plaintiffs are seen as seeking justice or redress, which are generally

viewed positively. Defendants, on the other hand, are seen as resisting this process, which

can be viewed negatively, activating stereotypes (Bodenhausen 1990). There has been a

historical bias in the legal system where certain groups are more likely to be defendants and

are disproportionately affected by the justice system. This history can reinforce stereotypes

specifically towards defendants. Defendants are often directly connected to the negative

emotions surrounding a crime or dispute (fear, anger, loss). These emotions can intensify

the activation of stereotypes. In many legal proceedings, the focus is more on the actions
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and character of the defendant than on the plaintiff, which can lead to a greater activation

of stereotypes (O’Flaherty and Sethi 2022).
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Table 1: Main results
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Def. win Def. win Def. win Def. win
Pla. maj. female -0.0335⇤⇤ -0.0492⇤⇤⇤ -0.0343⇤⇤ -0.0223

(0.0150) (0.00979) (0.0151) (0.0157)

Def. maj. female 0.0115 0.0322⇤⇤ 0.0315⇤⇤ 0.0162
(0.00908) (0.0136) (0.0137) (0.0142)

Slant against women -0.109 -0.0971 -0.0350 -0.0307
(0.152) (0.149) (0.155) (0.155)

Pla. maj. fem. X Slant against women -0.252 -0.233 -0.244
(0.179) (0.181) (0.176)

Def. maj. fem. X Slant against women -0.325⇤ -0.311⇤ -0.321⇤
(0.168) (0.170) (0.172)

DV mean 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.443
Court-year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Ethnicity dummies No No No Yes
Other controls No No No Yes
Observations 15498 15498 15498 15175

The regressions test whether defendants/plaintiffs are more likely to lose if they are female and the judge is
slanted against females in their writing. The coefficients of interest are on the interaction terms in the last
two rows. The measure of slant against women is based on the judges’ association of women with negative
qualities. All columns are based on a linear regression model. Ethnicity dummies include binary variables
indicating whether a given ethnicity is the plurality, one for each ethnicity, for defendants, plaintiffs, and
judges. Other controls include case type dummies; a dummy for an appeal case; variables for the numbers of
defendants and plaintiffs; an indicator for judge gender; and interactions between judge gender and plaintiff
and defendant gender, respectively. To prevent a loss of observations, all categorical controls (such as case
type) include a dummy that denotes if data is missing/unknown. Pla. = plaintiff, def. = defendant, maj. =
majority. * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. Coefficients for all variables (except fixed effects) are displayed
in Appendix D.
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Figure 2: Predicted defendant win proportions at various levels of judge slant, by defendant
gender

Based on table 4, column (3).

5 Conclusion

This paper applies machine-learning techniques to uncover an understudied driver of judicial

bias: prejudiced attitudes. Employing a novel dataset of over 150,000 cases from the Kenyan

judiciary, we build a measure of judicial slant against women that captures the extent to

which judges associate women with negative terms in their written judgments. Leveraging

the quasi-random assignment of judges to cases, we show that a one-standard-deviation

increase in slant reduces female defendants’ chances of winning by about 2 percentage points.

This bias is not present for female plaintiffs, indicating a specific disadvantage for female

defendants.

Our results highlight the impact of prejudice in the public sector, specifically within a ju-

dicial setting. While previous research on the specific mechanisms of judicial bias has largely

focused on favoritism for certain groups and has even provided evidence against negative

attitudes as a mechanism (Shayo and Zussman 2011;Glynn and Sen 2015; Choi, Harris, and
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Shen-Bayh 2021; Chen et al. 2023), we show that prejudices can in fact be a significant

factor in judicial decision-making. We also demonstrate that machine learning techniques

can be used to identify determinants of prejudice in the judiciary. These approaches could

be used to target interventions to reduce the impact of prejudice on judges’ decisions and

create more just judicial systems.
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